KMS-K
Cable sheath cutter

- One cutter for all plastic cable sheath diameters
- Cuts at any point in the cable
- Adjustable cutting depth control
- Small and handy
- Accident-proof
- Easy knife replacement
- Maintenance-free
The KMS-K sheath cutter is a simple, easy-to-use device that gives effortless slitting, with no sideslip, on any diameter of plastic cable at any point.

It comes in a handy plastic case with two attachments for small-diameter cable slitting and an allen key to remove the cutter socket retention cap.

After adjustment (see instruction) insert the blade of the knife under the cable sheath.

This allows easy slitting from thin to large cables starting from the edge.
To slit undivided cables simply lift and force down the handle.

For longitudinal cutting of uncut cable, position the tool and press down the handle. The knife slides through the cable sheath, supported by the footed segment.

Kit content
- Cable sheath cutter
- Adaptor for cables up to Ø 25 mm (grey)
- Adaptor for fiber optic cables (yellow)
- Operating instruction
- Allen key

Spare parts
- Spare blades (min. order qty: 5 pcs) (to be ordered separately)
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